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ABSTRACT
We review the theory of slow and fast light effect in semiconductor waveguides and potential applications of
these effects in microwave photonic systems as RF phase shifters. Recent applications as microwave photonic
filters is presented. Also, in the presentation more applications like optoelectronic oscillators and arbitrary
waveform generators will be described. Some work related to the noise and distortion will also be discussed.
Keywords: microwave photonics, slow/fast light, microwave phase shifter.
1. INTRODUCTION
MicroWave Photonics (MWP) is defined as the collection of techniques that employ the photonic devices
operating at microwave frequencies. The idea behind is to use the advantages of photonic devices compared to
microwave devices to process the information. Thus, in some parts of the microwave systems, some subsystems
are implemented in the optical domain. The number of applications is huge [1-3]. One of the key components is
the Photonic Microwave Phase Shifter (PMPS). The PMPS is a photonic component that has to shift till 360
degrees the microwave signal that it is carried onto the optical signal. It has to be wideband and smoothly
tunable. A versatile, compact and flexible PMPS will increase dramatically the applications of the MWP
techniques. Several technologies have been proposed for the PMPS since the early beginning of the MWP till the
recent days: fiber optics [4], optical filter with complex phase-response [5], liquid crystals [6], chirped FBGs [7],
electrooptic polymers [8] amongst others.
The recent demonstration of slow light propagation in ultra-cold atomic gasses [9] has been the beginning of
a new technique to create phase shifts in the microwave signals in the optical domain. To implement the new
technique in a cost-effective way it has been necessary to demonstrate the phase shifts at room temperature [10].
And finally, the important issue has been to create this phase shift in semiconductor waveguides at room
temperature [11]. The main advantages of using semiconductor waveguides compared with other photonic
techniques are based on the semiconductor properties: the high tuning speed, the continuous scan of the phase
shift and amplitude variations, the small size, the capability of integration, the low insertion losses and the low
electrical power consumption.
2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The coherent population oscillation (CPO)2 mechanism has been used to describe the Slow/Fast Light (SFL)
effect in semiconductor waveguides. CPO is described in Fig. 1a. A weak probe with an optical frequency
slightly detuned from that of the strong control creates that the carrier population of the conduction and valence
bands oscillate at the beating frequency determined by the frequency detuning Δω. This carrier oscillation
changes the absorption or gain seen by the probe. Thus, a coherent spectral hole appears in the imaginary part of
the susceptibility, as shown in Fig. 1b. In semiconductor waveguides, the coherent spectral hole is characterized
by the carrier lifetime τs. Based on the Kramers-Kronig relation, this dip leads to a change of the refractive index
dispersion shown in Fig. 1c, which finally accounts for the SFL effects via the change in the frequency slope of
the refractive index. To produce the SFL effect in the microwave signals, a CW laser is modulated by a RF
signal (Ω). In the frequency-domain, the modulated optical signal is comprised of the strong carrier, ω0, and two
weak sidebands, red-shifted sideband ω0 – Ω and blue-shifted sideband ω0 + Ω. Due to the modulation of the
intensity, the gain and refractive index are modulated in time creating two temporal gratings, modifying the
susceptibilities seen by the probes. Therefore, after the propagation in the semiconductor waveguide, a time
delay or advance of Δt appears in the time domain. After the photodetection, this time delay or advance also
corresponds to a RF phase shift of ΔtΩ at the microwave frequency Ω.
Based on the model in [12], for an amplitude modulated signal with double sidebands, as shown in Fig. 2, the
modulation refractive index can be derived as follows,
nmod ( z ) = n + ω0

n(ω0 + Ω) − n(ω0 − Ω)
P ( z ) / Psat
1
≅ ngb − cτ s Γg 0
.
2
2Ω
1 + P ( z ) / Psat (Ωτ s ) + (1 + P( z ) / Psat ) 2
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Here ngb is the background group refractive index, P is the optical power, Psat is the saturation power, g0 is the
small signal gain (for an EA, g0 is negative), Γ is the confinement factor, and c is the light velocity in vacuum.
The corresponding microwave phase shift of the intensity modulated envelope, which is the quantity of interest
in microwave photonics, can be expressed,
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Fig. 1. (a) Level diagram in the presence of a strong control and weak detuned probe, and typical examples of
the imaginary (b) and real (c) parts of the susceptibility experienced by the probe as a function of detuning
frequency for CPO effects. The dashed lines show the susceptibility without the control.

Fig. 2. Basic scheme of slow and fast light in semiconductor waveguides. The top and bottom rows are the time-domain and
frequency-domain descriptions, respectively. ω0: angular frequency of the laser; Ω: RF signal frequency.

The RF phase shift ∆φRF can be controlled either optically by the input optical power, or electrically by the
injection electrical current for an SOA or voltage for an EA, as an example shown in Fig. 3. For an SOA, g0 > 0,
∆φ is negative, which means fast light. On the other hand, slow light dominates in an absorbing waveguide.

Fig. 3. Calculated RF phase shifts as a function of the modulation frequency. The phase shifts are induced by
hanging the injection current for the SOA or bias voltage for the EA.
In [12], it is shown that for a double sideband input optical signal, the final RF phase shift is independent on the
linewidth enhancement factor α, which means that the refractive index dynamics does not influence the group
velocity. Therefore the RF phase shift described is only governed by the gain/absorption dynamics. Reference
[12] shows that the maximum phase shift is not enough to achieve the desired 360 degrees. To increase the phase
shift a solution has been proposed.
We have recently proposed a method for exploiting the refractive index dynamics to enhance the RF phase
shift [13]. In this case, after the propagation in the SOA one of the sidebands is blocked by the FBG filter. The
experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4. The network analyzer modulates the laser beam to generate two
sidebands (red-shifted and blue-shifted). The modulated beam is coupled into a bulk SOA, where CPO and
FWM effects will induce changes of the phase and the amplitude of the two sidebands. After the SOA, one of the
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two sidebands, red-shifted or blue-shifted, is blocked by the FBG notch filter before detection. The experimental
controls are the input optical power to the SOA and the RF modulation frequency. By incorporating an optical
fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a variable optical attenuator, the input optical power can be adjusted from -10.3 dBm
to 13.6 dBm.
For three different optical filtering schemes, i.e., no optical filtering, blocking the red-shifted sideband and
blocking the blue-shifted sideband, we have measured the phase and power change of the microwave modulation
relative to its value at the minimum input optical power of -10.3 dBm, as shown in Fig. 5. The modulation
frequency is 19 GHz. The results demonstrate that blocking the red-shifted sideband, shown by the blue curves
in Fig. 5a, lead to positive phase changes and enhance the absolute RF phase shift from ~15º up to ~150º, which
corresponds to a ten-fold increase of the maximum phase shift obtained in the absence of filtering. When only
the blue-shifted sideband and carrier are detected, the RF power in Fig. 5b shows a dip which is correlated with
the sharp increase of the phase of the microwave signal. On the other hand, blocking the blue-shifted sideband
only induces a small change in the RF phase shift and power, as the red curves show. The solid lines in Fig. 5 are
numerical simulations based on an SOA model including carrier density depletion and FWM among the
electrical field components and demonstrate very good agreement with the experimental results.

Fig. 4. Experimental set-up to enhance the light slow-down by optical filtering after the SOA.
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Fig. 5: (a) RF phase shifts and (b) RF power vs. the input optical power. The markers are experimental data
taken at a modulation frequency of 19 GHz. The solid lines are simulation results.
3. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF SFL EFFECT IN MICROWAVE PHOTONIC DEVICES
To show the potential of SFL in semiconductor waveguides to implement a microwave phase shifter, we have
implemented a tunable microwave photonic notch filter, which has the potential for applications in broadband
wireless access networks and radar systems. This function can be realized by a microwave phase shifter capable
of providing a tunable phase-shift over the 360 degrees. Recently, utilizing the SFL effect assisted by optical
filtering and initial chirp effect, we have experimentally implemented a microwave photonic notch filter at
around 30 GHz with close to 100% fractional tuning range [14]. The schematic of the proposed microwave
photonic notch filter is illustrated in Fig. 6. The filter itself is a simple Mach-Zehnder interferometer composed
of two arms, one of which incorporates the microwave phase shifter, shown in the dotted-line box, which
consists of an SOA followed by a FBG notch filter to block the red-shifted sideband. The EDFA is used to
ensure that the SOA operates in the saturation regime. After the microwave phase shifter, a tunable attenuator
provides amplitude balance between the two arms and does not influence the RF phase. The laser wavelength is
1552.7 nm. The modulation frequency is sweeping between 29.75 and 30.25 GHz. The SOA current is tunable
between 90 and 230 mA, and is used to control the RF phase change.
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a tunable two-tap microwave photonic notch filter.
The measured spectral responses of the proposed microwave photonic notch filter are shown in Fig. 7. The FSR
is 9.4 MHz, corresponding to 22 m optical fiber length difference between the two arms, which is introduced by
the EDFA. The result shows a ~100% fractional tuning over a whole FSR by changing the injection current of
the SOA and switching the operation points of the MZM. During the entire tuning range, the notch rejection is
always larger than 30 dB and the shape of the spectral response is unchanged. Because the proposed microwave
phase shifter based on the slow and fast light effects in an optical filtering assisted SOA can enhance the
obtainable RF phase shift over several tens GHz bandwidth, this widely tunable demonstrated microwave
photonic notch filter can also be applied at other microwave or millimeter-wave bands. And by decreasing the
time difference between two arms, the ~100% fractional tuning ability will maintain for even larger filter FSRs.
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Fig. 7. RF spectral responses of the microwave photonic notch filter obtained by changing the injection current
of the SOA, when the modulator is biased at (a) V1 = 4.5 V and (b) V2 = 8.1 V.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed the basic theory of SFL effects due to the CPO effects in semiconductor waveguides. In order
to further push the controllable RF phase shift to 360 degrees and the available bandwidth to higher frequency
bands, we have introduce the use of an optical filter after the SOAs. We have also shown the feasibility of this
PMPS in a microwave photonic filter application.
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